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WPDP UPDATE 
 
One of the goals for this year is to release a new study guide for WIOA reflecting the 
sweeping changes to the workforce system nationwide.  Steve was in contact with a 
University known for their work in this area regarding assistance in creating the new 
study guide.  Although they were very interested in assisting with the project their 
estimated costs far exceeded the amount we can afford to devote at this time. 
 
Paige received an email from Rebekah Cyr, Sacramento subchapter as well as an 
officer on the California state chapter board, in July.  Rebekah is in the process of 
testing for WPDP and noted that there were many grammatical errors and some 
instances of confusing information in the materials for the exams.  Rebekah offered to 
assist in upgrading the materials.  Steve and I have spoken regarding having her work 
on this project.  In addition, I have suggested that we reach out to NASWA to see if we 
could get recommendations from them regarding individuals from several states who 
would be able to provide technical assistance in producing the WIOA study guide. 
 
WEBINAR OFFERINGS 
 
Steve has found a provider to enable IAWP to present webinars to members and non-
members.  This will be a great marketing tool to recruit new members.   
 
Grant has offered to present a webinar on customer service.  Steve has been in contact 
with an individual through articles in Security Magazine who has agreed to present a 
webinar regarding Active Shooter situations.  We tested the registration process on 
August 25 and it went well.  The webinar will be presented on September 15.  This is 
going to be a very exciting leap forward toward providing value to membership in our 
organization. 
 


